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Bestselling author Steve Chapman (A Look at Life from a Deer Stand, over 230,000 copies sold)

spins adventuresome hunting tales based on real-life excursions. Steveâ€™s passion for God,

family, and hunting make his stories entertaining and chockful of insights and encouragement for

growing spiritually and relationally.As readers hike with Steve and hunt for whitetail, turkey, and

other game, theyâ€™ll discover life is all about the hunt and the hunt is all about life, as shown

byâ€¦a hunter who helps save a strained father/son relationshipan elderly hunter who discovers he

hasnâ€™t lost his passion after alla daughter and father team who struggle to keep hunting

traditions aliverabbit-hunting brothers who realize how fragile life can beWoven into every story is

appreciation for Godâ€™s magnificent creation and the desire to love Him, serve Him, and reach out

to people in His name.
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Chapman's latest work, Great Hunting Stories, continues the long publishing legacy Steve has built

since his classic work that started it all, A Look At Life From A Deer Stand. Whether it's due to his

decades of work as a singer/songwriter, or just because of his West Virginia roots, Chapman truly

looks at life through a different lens. His completely unique wit matches his ability to dig deep into

the truths God has made plain through creation. Steve Chapman isn't a man who just loves the idea

of hunting; he lives it out every season, and there's no match for that. In order to see what God is

doing in the woods, you've got to be there to capture it for yourself, and Steve has done that on the



pages of Great Hunting Stories. - Jason Cruise, Founder, Outdoor Ministry Network

There's nothing a hunter likes more than a good hunting story. "Great Hunting Stories: Inspiring

Adventures for Every Hunter" is a collection of these stories that Steve Chapman has experienced

through his days on the field. Stating that hunting has helped him gain a greater connection with his

family - both his children and his wife, enhanced his faith, and helped him become a better person,

"Great Hunting Stories" is sure to empower and encourage any hunter who enjoys their favored

hobby.

My husband has quite a few of Steve Chapman's books. He reads them as quickly as he gets them.

He says they are so inspirational and that combination with stories of hunting and the outdoors are

awesome! We highly recommend this book and the many others this author has written. Check it

out! They're great!

I have been a long time fan of Steve Chapman's books, and liked most of the stories in the book.

When I got to the sixth story in the book, I then noticed that these stories were actually "tales",

which kinda disappointed me. All of the other Chapman books I have read were based on events

that actually happened, and really appreciated that fact along with the inspiration the stories gave

me. When it's just a "tale" or fictional story, it kind of takes the "inspiration" out of it a tad. The book

was still well worth reading. I gave it a 4 star rating, mostly for the first 5 stories, and few at the end

of the book. The 6th story was pretty cheesy, even for a "tale"...

This book is deep... Very thought provoking... A book I've read time and again... A must have. A

great read for a young hunter... It tells about the spiritual aspect of hunting.

I thought that this was a very well written ind inspiring book. The plot revolves around the values

that can be learned by youth accompanying an accomplished hunter.

Little disappointed that the book didn't have more stories and pages. It was a gift for my husband.

He seemed to enjoy it !

My husband really loves this book. He thinks all the stories in it are great. Perfect gift for a hunter
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